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regulatory model for 
condominium managers, 
is available at www.reca.ca.

In my personal opinion and the reason 
that I’m writing to inform you of the press 
release from RECA, is that I am a strong 
believer that the condominium industry 
requires change. 

Bringing regulation to the industry 
would give managers the tools that they 
require to become better managers. It 
would bring further educational require-
ments, knowledge, skills and competency 
with the regulator legislation. It would 
ensure that condominium corporations 
receive accurate and relevant information, 
and it would hold condominium managers 
to a regulatory standard. 

Bringing regulation to the industry 
would also give the stakeholders and 
condominium owners a place to voice their 
concerns and grievances. 

ASK MARIA
By Maria Bartolotti

Q: Maria, what can you tell me 
about the recent legislation to 

license condominium managers?

A: In December 2014, the Government 
of Alberta passed legislation that 

will require licensing for condominium 
managers. When the legislation takes 
effect at a future date, the Real Estate 
Council of Alberta (RECA) will be 
responsible for setting standards, licensing 
and regulating individuals who provide 
condominium management services. 

RECA has formed a condominium 
managers advisory Committee to help 
facilitate and make recommendations to 
RECA. The areas of focus will be: 
• Rules under the Real Estate Act
• Categories of licences
• Education and examination requirements
• Licensing fees
• Practice standards, including but not 

limited to competency, trust accounting, 
record keeping and information report-
ing to RECA

• RECA resourcing requirements for 
start-up and ongoing regulatory 
responsibilities.

RECA has released an initial consulta-
tion paper and will be hosting a series of 
town-hall meetings across Alberta to 
gather feedback from the condominium 
industry stakeholders, including condo-
minium owners. In Calgary, that meeting 
will be held on December 1 at the Carriage 
House Inn on Macleod Trail S.W.

RECA’s consultation paper, which 
details the proposed phased 1 of the 
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Regulation for condominium management is coming. Make sure your voice is heard
THE COMING REGULATION

Editor’s note: Maria 
Bartolotti is a board 
member of the Canadian 
Condominium Institute – 
Southern Alberta chapter 
(CCI-SA). CCI represents 
all participants in the con-
dominium community.

Since this is the initial 
stage of the consultation it 
is fair to say that the work 
has just begun. 

Stakeholders are invited to respond to 
the consultation paper in writing via email 
to condomanagers@reca.ca by December 
9, 2015, and attend a town hall meeting.

I would like to encourage all stakehold-
ers to attend the town-hall meeting to 
voice your opinion and learn more about 
the regulation of mangers. 

Until Next Time … CL
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